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The brightly coloured Rose‐crowned
Fruit‐doves were heard calling during the
club's excursion through Holmes Jungle
monsoon forest but remained illusive. At the
end of the walk one did make an appearance
for a lucky few and photographer Bas Hansen
was able to capture the moment. See details
of field trip report on page 7.
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Club activities
August meeting. Wednesday August 14, 7:45 PM. Blue 1.54 (Business Bldg.), CDU Casuarina.

Costa Rica: adventures in the New World tropics by John Rawsthorne
John Rawsthorne works with dollars and cents by day. Come 5pm, he
transforms (with tongue firmly planted in cheek) from mild‐mannered actuary
to intrepid explorer of our natural environment. He loves to get out in the
bush with his family and explore and record the natural environment,
particularly birds, when he can.
John recently visited Costa Rica for a (far too)
short time to attend a conference on Tropical
Biology. He managed to slip off for a few days
before the conference to see some of what Costa
Rica has to offer. This trip opened John’s eyes to
the New World tropics; a place that looks the
same as parts of Australia on the surface, but is so very different with a second look.
John is keen to share some of his travels with us, describing with images and words
some of the natural wonders that Costa Rica has to offer.
John’s main finding about Costa Rica is: “GO THERE. And if you can’t go, come and
listen my talk.”

Above: A large Owl butterfly.
Top left: A pair of toucans.
Photos David Watson

●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

August field trip. Sunday 18 August 8.30 AM
Djukbinj National Park ‐ Billabongs, Birds, Wallabies and Rainbow Serpents
Djukbinj National Park named after the Rainbow Serpent in the west Arnhem language is just off the Arnhem highway
about 60km from the Stuart Highway turnoff. It is infrequently visited as people usually speed past on their way into
Kakadu, rather than driving the few kms on from the jumping crocs at Adelaide River to have a look.
The park is rich in bird life which congregate around the many billabongs that carry water all year. Wandering
Whistling‐ducks, ibis, Jabiru, egret as well as pelicans are common at this time of year. The park also has an
abundance of wallabies.
The field trip, depending on time will comprise visiting up to four billabongs along a 15 km stretch. While 4WD is not
required to access the billabongs it is recommended vehicles with higher clearance than a sedan be used.
To avoid the heat meet at the entry to the park at 8.30am, 11.7km from
the Adelaide River bridge; on the left. Should take about 2 hours in the
park. Also bring the camera and binoculars if you have them.
If you're interested in attending please email Laurie Barrand
laurie.barrand@bigpond.com who will help coordinate car pooling if
required ‐ please advise if you have space in your vehicle or if you
require a ride. Laurie may also be contacted on 0407 863 574 or
8945 5830(h).
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Top End Native Plant Society General meetings are held on the 3rd Thursday of the month at the Marrara
Christian College, corner Amy Johnson Ave. and McMillans Road, and commence at 7:30 PM (speaker at 8 PM).
Visit http://www.topendnativeplants.org.au/index.php or contact Russell Dempster on 8983 2131.
August 15th: Garry Cook ‐ NT rainfall gradient versus Eucalypt growth.
September 19th: Gabriella Burle ‐ plant/ant associations.
Nature Territory, August 2013
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Club notices
Welcome to new members: Alex Dudley, Betty Clarke, Christine Crassweller, Sharon McLean, Ian Leiper, Kristin Metcalfe,
Natalie Davis, Ralf Scharmann, Julie Nicholson & Martyn Wilkinson, and David Rhind.

Final notice for membership renewals
If you have not renewed your membership for the 2013/14 financial year, this is the last copy of the newsletter
you will receive. If you are in this category and:
 receive the newsletter by email, your newsletter will have been accompanied by a final notice
 receive the newsletter by mail, your subscription expiry date will be highlighted below your address.
We value your membership; please renew promptly so you may remain up‐to‐date with club activities.
EFT payment can be arranged by contacting John Rawsthorne at treasurer.ntfnc@gmail.com
Thank you: The previous issue was proof read by Tissa Ratnayeke and collated and mailed by Laurie & Illona Barrand. It
was was printed by Stuart Young using equipment kindly made available by Flora and Fauna Division of the Department of
Land Resource Management.
Newsletter contributions welcome: Sightings, reports, travelogues, reviews, photographs, sketches, news,
comments, opinions, theories ..... , anything relevant to natural history. Please forward material to Tissa at
tissa@imprintdesign.com.au or the Club's postal address, or contact him on 8921 8226.
Deadline for the September newsletter: Friday 23 August.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Notice of the NTFNC’s Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of The NT Field Naturalists Club Inc. will be held at 7.45pm on Wednesday 11
September in Room Blue 1.54 (Business Bldg.), Casuarina Campus of Charles Darwin University. Issues to be
considered include:

President's report

the audited accounts for 2012‐13 and Treasurer’s report. Audited accounts will be available from John
Rawsthorne (treasurer.ntfnc@gmail.com ) from 28th August onwards

election of Office Bearers and Management Committee for 2013‐2014 (a nomination form will be included in
the September newsletter)
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Club library: The Club's journal and book collection is available to members. Lists of holdings can be found on
our web‐site: http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/library. The library is housed in two sections:
Books, reports and CDs: can be accessed by contacting Peter Ebsworth on 0437 278 799.
Journals: in the office of Stuart Young at the Biodiversity Unit at Berrimah. These can be accessed by ringing
Stuart on 8995 5026 (w).
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Leanyer Ponds: Temporarily closed till about November 2013.
When open access is generally available after induction through PAWC. To commence the induction process go
to https://www.rapidinduct.com.au/powerwater/waterservices. A key to the ponds may be obtained on
payment of a $50 deposit. Only those who have undertaken the induction and signed an indemnity can enter
Leanyer Ponds.
Bryan Baker has keys for the Alice Springs Sewage Ponds, available for collection in Darwin by members before
they head south. Bryan can be reached in Darwin on 8948 2196.
Northern Territory Naturalist is now seeking contributions for the upcoming edition. The editor is particularly
seeking short notes on aspects of Top End natural history, as observed by members. Don’t be put off by the
process‐ editorial assistance is available to turn your unusual observations into a published article. Contact the
editor richard.willan@nt.gov.au to discuss ideas.
Nature Territory, August 2013
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Northern Territory Naturalist: The Editorial Committee of the Club’s journal,
the Northern Territory Naturalist, has just published issue no. 24. The journal
publishes works concerning any aspect of the natural history and ecology of the
Northern Territory or adjacent northern Australia, and may include Reviews,
Research Articles, Short Notes, Species Profiles and Book Reviews.
The Northern Territory Naturalist is a registered, peer‐reviewed journal (ISSN 0155‐
4093). Author instructions may be downloaded from our web‐site:
http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/journal.
If possible, manuscripts should be submitted in digital form by email to
richard.willan@nt.gov.au. Manuscript editors are Drs Richard Willan, Anke Frank
and Sean Bellairs. Louis Elliott is the production editor.
Originals are available of most back issues, some are available as photocopies only,
and several recent issues are out‐of‐print but individual papers are available as pdfs.
The journal page of the Club’s web‐site has an order form for back issues. Free pdfs of papers from issue 18
(2005) onwards are available from the authors or by contacting Lou Elliott, email louis.elliott@nt.gov.au.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Other activities around Darwin
Mammal Trapping at the CSIRO Bushland August 7 to 9 ‐ opportunity to volunteer
It is the time of year when Department of Land Resource Management, Flora and Fauna Division conduct
mammal trapping of 4 grids in bushland fragments behind the CSIRO buildings in Berrimah. Two sites are in long
unburnt woodland and two in a larger fragment (also unburnt). Each grid has 25 cage traps and 25 Elliott traps
which are set for three nights.
Trapping is planned over the nights of August 7‐9 which will allow for checking traps on the mornings of August 8‐
10 Thursday ‐ Saturday. This trapping will allow anyone interested to come along on a weekday or Saturday
morning. Meet around 7 o’clock at the CSIRO Education Centre.
Trapping then mark and recapture of mammals in the CSIRO bushland provides us with information on the
survivorship of these animals in a fragmented urban environment.
If you are interested contact Jenni Low Choy on Jenni.LowChoy@nt.gov.au or 8995 5014
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

As part of developing the
Parks Tourism and Recreation
Masterplan an Open forum is
to be held at Casuarina
Coastal Reserve (at Dripstone
Cliffs) on Saturday 10 August
from 2 to 5pm.

At this forum the community
and recreation user groups
are invited to provide input
into the development of the
Parks Tourism and Recreation
Masterplan.
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Biological Control of weeds in the Northern Territory
presented by Bert Lukitsch
John Rawsthorne
Bert Lukitsch has spent 16 years with the NT
Government, working the Weeds Management
Branch. His focus has been on biological control of
weed species in the NT. Bert took us on a virtual
tour of the process of finding suitable biological
control agents, i.e. insects and pathogens that will
live with the weed in question without causing side
effects on the natural environment.
The first thing that Bert pointed out was that
biological control will not, and can not, eradicate a
weed. At best, biological control will cause weeds to
become less vigorous, less invasive and less
damaging. Biological control is one tool in the
overall toolbox, but nonetheless it can be a very
important and effective one, particularly in an
agricultural context.
Weeds are simply plants that are growing where
they are not wanted. In an environmental context,
weeds are usually plants that have been imported to
a new environment where they are released from
their natural predators and competitors. They may
then thrive and outcompete the local species,
potentially transforming environments and making
the environment unsuitable for native species.
Those that thrive and dominate are the ones we
know as weeds – in the Top End, think of Mimosa
pigra and gamba grass as a couple of well known
examples.

relatively minor component of the shrub layer. So
the search aims to identify which insects help in
keeping mimosa in check in its native range. There
were 120‐odd insects and other pathogens that
were identified as predators of mimosa, of which
about 30 were identified as candidates for biological
control in Australia. Further testing, including
examining the impact of the candidates on local
Australian plants related to Mimosa pigra (where
those that attack Australian relatives are eliminated)
narrowed the candidates down to 15. These fifteen
remaining possible agents have all been released in
Australia, with varying results.
One of the more promising initial results for control
of Mimosa pigra was from a defoliating moth. It did
a great job initially, but then a parasitoid eventually
caught up with the moth larvae and reduced
populations of the moth. A second interesting result
was for a fungal pathogen (a leaf rust). This was
released but then not seen for twelve years.
However it is now being seen more commonly in

Damage done to Mimosa pigra by the stem boring larva of
the Carmenta mimosa moth.

some particular more favourable microclimates.
The overall results for biological control of mimosa
are encouraging – a 70% reduction in seed bank,
reduction in canopy leaf area of 14%, reduction in
seed output of 60% and a reduction in the rate of
spread of this weed.
Mimosa pigra barely grows to waist height in its native
Central American habitat.

The general process of finding suitable biological
control agents begins in the native range of the
weed in question. So, for Mimosa pigra as an
example, the search for agents started in central
America. In its home range, M pigra is a small shrub,
rarely growing above 3 feet high, and existing as a
Nature Territory, August 2013

Bert also talked us through several other examples
of weeds and the successes or otherwise of
biological control of each. All fascinating.
But for me the most interesting parts of the talk were
in the discussion. Firstly, I asked about Gamba grass,
considered a looming catastrophe by many ecologists,
but also considered as a valuable fodder crop by Top
End pastoralists. This conflict means that applications
for biological control of gamba grass are currently not
Page 5

proceeding, and other means of managed control,
such as maintenance of buffer zones between
pastoral plantings and gamba‐
free areas are maintained.
This is a hot topic, but is
beyond the scope of Bert’s talk
or the current report.

The other interesting fact in the wrap up of the talk
was about failures of biological control.
Bert confirmed that, apart
from some limited
problems in Hawaii with a
prickly pear caterpillar that
was also eating native
cacti, there were very few
examples of failures of
released control agents in
recent memory. This is
great news to me, and
suggests that the future for
biological control of weeds
is brighter than I had
imagined.

Secondly, as seems to be the
case so often, the funds for
researching biological control
are drying up in Australia.
This is despite a benefit: cost
ratio of 23:1 for recent
programs, ie $23 of benefit for
every $1 of outlay on
biological control. The
The bug Agonosoma trilineatum was introduced to control
economics of biological
Bellyache Bush Jatropha gossypiifolia but the insect doesn't
appear to have become established.
control seem compelling.

Images supplied by NT Government

Left: Salvinia on the Howard River. Centre: Salvinia dying after introduction of the salvinia weevil Cyrtobagous salviniae. Right: the river
free of salvinia.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Literature summaries (from page 10)
The 2010/11 wet season
For Darwin, that wet season was the wettest on record, with just over 3,000 mm recorded in the Darwin Airport
rain gauge for the 12 months (July 2010 to June 2011). The conditions underlying this were summarised by Shaik
& Lisonbee (2012): “The Southern Oscillation Index remained strongly positive throughout the season. Onset of
the Australian monsoon over northern Australia occurred around 12 December 2010, earlier than the
climatological onset date and remained active until mid‐March. However, monsoonal rains affected northern
Australia until April … . The Madden‐Julian Oscillation signal was not clear and was erratic during the season as
the convection during the season was mostly driven by a strong La Nina pattern.”
When and where does the rain fall and the sun shine?
Its official; thunderstorms in Darwin bring most rain during the afternoon and evening, are propagated over land,
mostly rain over land, and interact strongly with the afternoon sea breeze. In contrast, monsoonal rain falls more
over the ocean and coast, is somewhat to strongly more spread throughout the day, and there is no discernible
sea‐breeze effect. “So what?”, you might say. But if you’d like to understand why and how this is so, then May et
al. (2012) has all the details.
And if you’d like all the grit on solar radiation (sunshine more or less) in Darwin for those solar panels, Yap & Karri
(2012) have done all the research for you.
Nature Territory, August 2013
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Holmes Jungle Monsoon Forest walk with Junior Rangers
Steven Tickell
A group of eight Junior Rangers together with parents and Park Ranger Jennifer joined forces with the Field
Naturalists to explore the jungle walk in
Holmes Jungle Nature Park. The Junior Ranger
program is an environmental based program
for children aged between 9 and 11 years. One
of its main aims is to discover the natural and
cultural environment. Basically they are junior
field naturalists.
Following introductions in the picnic area we
commenced the walk under Tissa's leadership.
A feature that was soon noticeable was the
abrupt change from the open woodland to the
jungle. The woodland is fairly sparsely treed
and a sunny place. The jungle by contrast
forms a high wall of closely packed trees with
a closed canopy. At first sight it is a dark, an
Buttress roots help stabilise many trees in the wet soils of monsoon forests.
almost foreboding place but once inside,
Photo: Steven Tickell
dappled sunlight filters through, showing it to
be a spectacular with its tall buttressed trees and palms. The understory is often sparse so the many tall trees
accentuate the vertical lines. Meandering through the forest is Palm Creek, a small spring fed stream that flows
for most of the Dry season. The lush rainforest
vegetation owes its existence to a shallow watertable
that is evidenced by the damp soil in the jungle.
While bird calls did filter through the forest we
encountered few birds in the jungle with the notable
exception of several scrub fowl (including three nest
mounds). At one point we paused to listed to the nearby
rolling call of a Green‐backed Gerygone. By way of
contrast numerous species were spotted in the woodland
at either end of the walk. These included the Black and
Whistling Kite, Red‐headed and White‐throated
Honeyeater, and Red‐winged Parrot to name a few.
The junior rangers proved very adept at spotting insects
that many of the older people would have walked past,
oblivious to their presence. Graham our insect specialist
Canopy in the monsoon forest. Photo: Steven Tickell
made things more interesting by providing names and
details about their lifestyles. The spectacular Golden Orb spiders were common but we also saw spiney spiders
and the Tussok Moth caterpillar. One puzzling sight was
three woody fungi that were growing on a dead branch
and which seemed to have woolly growths on their
undersides. After a bit of group discussion and some
close inspection by Graham, he located very small
beetles in the "wool" and concluded that the beetles
were feeding on the fungi and the wool was the
"sawdust" that remained after their meal.
We are indeed lucky to have Holmes Jungle, such a
beautiful piece of nature within walking distance of
Graham Brown examines the fungi Microporus xanthopus whose woolly
appearance was the result of being eaten by mycetophagid beetles.
Photo: Steven Tickell
Nature Territory, August 2013
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suburbia. It does come with some disadvantages however, for example the serenity of the jungle walk was broken
for a while by the roar of trail bikes! The Junior Rangers impressed the club members because of their enthusiasm
and inquisitiveness about nature. The program can only be applauded.
Thanks to Tissa, Jennifer and Graham for their expert information on the flora, fauna and history of the park.

An unidentified skull about the size of a chicken egg on the forest
floor was popular with the Junior Rangers.
Photo: Tissa Ratnayeke

At less than 10mm in width this colourful spiny spider
Gasteracantha westringi often goes unnoticed in monsoon forests.
Photo: Tissa Ratnayeke

●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Plant Pathology ‐ online seminar
The Plant Pathology Branch of Department of Primary Industry and Fisheries advises that there are two seminars in
Darwin this month by Prof. Acelino C. Alfenas that you can watch online:
1. Ceratocystis wilt of eucalyptus and mango trees caused by Ceratocystis fimbriata s.l. (9th Aug 2013, 10.00 am CST)
2. Eucalyptus rust (myrtle rust) caused by Puccinia psidii in Brazil (12th Aug 2013, 10.00 am CST)
To go directly to the seminars at the time of presentation please visit;
Ceratocystis wilt ‐ http://ourcomms.ntschools.net/r5i5d3gfx6q/
Myrtle rust ‐ http://ourcomms.ntschools.net/r8ffd0g4okh/
Please “Enter as a Guest” and type their name.
For further details contact Dr José Liberato, Principal Plant Pathologist, jose.liberato@nt.gov.au or 8999 2264
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Literature summaries (from page 10) ‐ Why is it getting wetter?
Over the last few decades, annual rainfall has increased quite substantially in the Top End and Kimberley, whilst that of
north Queensland has declined somewhat. The mean annual rainfall of Darwin used to be described as about 1,500
mm; now it is over 1,700 mm. This increase runs counter to some predictions from enhanced greenhouse gases (global
climate change models), and has prompted research focussing on the consequences for our climate of particulate
pollution brought south f rom Asia by the monsoon. Previous attempts to model climate factoring in this pollution
were not overly convincing (Nature Territory June 2009, page 4), but Rotstayn et al. (2012) report overcoming these
technical limitations and thus confirming the role of particulate pollution in “seeding” [my word] the rainfall increase.
This raises a question that is both intriguing and of considerable importance. What patterns of rainfall might Darwin
and the Top End experience in coming decades given possibly opposing influences for change from greenhouse gases
and particulate pollution? However, Moise et al. (2012) point out the particularly high level of uncertainty in global
climate change model predictions for rainfall in tropical Australia and explore some of the reasons for that uncertainty.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Correction to last issue ‐ Sub‐tropical eucalypt forests
Don Franklin's photo feature article "Sub‐tropical eucalypt forests" in last month's newsletter was supplied over
eighteen months ago and we probably should have asked him to cast an eye over it prior to publishing. Don has since
advised us of the following corrections:
 the "pea" is in fact a species of Comesperma (milkwort family).
 "Manna Gum" isn't that because Euc. viminalis doesn't occur that far north, though it certainly looks like
Manna Gum. It is probably Dunn's White Gum (Eucalyptus dunnii).
Nature Territory, August 2013
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Interesting bird sightings
26 June to 29 July 2013
Compiled by Micha Jackson and Peter Kyne
Sightings are as reported (unvetted, unconfirmed) and have been compiled from emails sent to the NT Birds
forum (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ntbirds) moderated by Niven McCrie, postings on Birdline Northern
Territory (http://www.eremaea.com/ ) and from correspondences with birdwatchers. Bird names follow the IOC
world checklist.
Species

Date

Observer/s

Numbers/comments

Alice Springs Sewage Ponds
Alice Springs Sewage Ponds
Leanyer Sewage Ponds
Leanyer Sewage Ponds

Chris Watson
Chris Watson
Gus Daly et al.
Gus Daly et al.

1/07/13
13/07/13
22/07/13
21/07/13
27/07/13
4/07/13
6/07/13
7/07/13
5/07/13
1/07/13

Alice Springs Sewage Ponds
Tennant Creek Sewage Ponds
Mary Anne Dam, Tennant Creek
Jabiru Sewage Ponds
Borroloola Sewage Ponds
Borroloola Sewage Ponds
Adelaide River Sewage Ponds
Adelaide River mouth
Borroloola
Point Stuart Rd

Chris Watson
Pete & Lisa Nunn

8
male
male; 2nd Top End record
Possibly same bird as 1st
reported 22/03/2013
4; 1 on 28/07/13
4

5/07/13
6/07/13

Leanyer Sewage Ponds gate
Stuart Hwy, between Palmerston &
Adelaide River
Near Noonamah
Pine Creek area
Melville Island
Harrison Dam
Motocross track road, Palmerston
Adelaide River (town)
Girraween Rd, McMinns Lagoon

Waterbirds, Seabirds & Shorebirds
Australasian Shoveler
28/07/13
Chestnut Teal
1/07/13
Chestnut Teal
4/07/13
Freckled Duck
5/07/13
Freckled Duck
Freckled Duck
Freckled Duck
Hoary‐headed Grebe
Hoary‐headed Grebe
Maned Duck
Maned Duck
Red‐necked Avocet
Sarus Crane
Yellow‐billed Spoonbill
Birds Of Prey & Owls
Black Falcon
Black Falcon
Black Falcon
Peregrine Falcon
Red Goshawk
Square‐tailed Kite
Square‐tailed Kite
Square‐tailed Kite
Square‐tailed Kite
Other Non‐Passerines
Banded Fruit Dove
Emu
Flock Bronzewing
Little Kingfisher

Location

Darryel Binns
Rod Gardner
Rod Gardner
Niven McCrie
Peter Kyne
Rod Gardner
Janine Duffy &
Roger Smith

1
11
2
male
2
2
1

Niven McCrie
Niven McCrie

1
1

John Rawsthorne
Luke Paterson
Magen Pettit
Gus Daly
Darryel Binns
Niven McCrie
Darryel Binns

1
1

Rod Gardner
Mike Jarvis
Rod Gardner
Darryel Binns

1
1
2
1

Magen Pettit
Bas Hensen
Bill Low

1
2

Marc Gardner

1

15/07/13

Godinymayin Cultural Centre,
Katherine
Kakadu Hwy, Kakadu NP

Luke Paterson

`

14/07/13
16/07/13
8/07/13
30/06/13
3/07/13
6/07/13
9/07/13
26/06/13
28/06/13
4/07/13
4/07/13

Nourlangie, Kakadu NP
Florance Falls Rd, Litchfield NP
Borroloola Sewage Ponds
Sandy Creek, Casuarina Coastal
Reserve
Melville Island
Marrakai Rd
Rounsevell St, Alice Springs

1
1
1
1

Partridge Pigeon
Partridge Pigeon
Princess Parrot
Passerines
Black‐chinned
Honeayeater
Black‐chinned
Honeayeater
Buff‐sided Robin
Eurasian Tree Sparrow
Forest Wagtail

8/07/13
21/07/13
29/06/13

15/07/13
13/07/13
27/06/13

Yellow Waters, Kakadu NP
Bridge Toyota, Darwin
Alice Springs

Luke Paterson
Laurie Ross
Tom Wheller et
al.

Gouldian Finch
Gouldian Finch
Gouldian Finch
Gouldian Finch
Pictorella Mannikin
Rufous‐throated
Honeyeater
White‐backed Swallow

28/06/13
2/07/13
10/07/13
15/07/13
27/07/13
7/07/13

Fergusson River
Edith Falls Rd
Edith Falls Rd
Kakadu Hwy, Kakadu NP
Borroloola
Marlow Lagoon

Mike Jarvis
Richard Waring
Bernie O'Keefe
Luke Paterson
Rod Gardner
Niven McCrie

3
1; also 14/07/2013
First Australian mainland
record; 2nd Australian record;
bird first reported 04‐05‐2013
still present
~20
4
8
4
145+; 175+ on 04/07/2013
1

2/07/13

Borroloola

Rod Gardner

3; north of normal range

26/06/13

Nature Territory, August 2013
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Recent literature about Top End natural history
CLIMATE & WEATHER

Compiled by Don Franklin

North Australian climate & weather
McGowan H, Marx S, Moss P, Hammond A. 2012. Evidence of ENSO mega-drought triggered collapse of prehistory Aboriginal
society in northwest Australia. Geophysical Research Letters 39: Art. No. L22702.
Rotstayn LD, Jeffrey SJ, Collier MA, Dravitzki SM, Hirst AC, Syktus JI, Wong KK. 2012. Aerosol- and greenhouse gas-induced
changes in summer rainfall and circulation in the Australasian region: a study using single-forcing climate simulations.
Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics 12: 6377-6404.
Shaik H, Lisonbee J. 2012. The tropical circulation in the Australian/Asian region-November 2010 to April 2011. Australian
Meteorological and Oceanographic Journal 62: 51-61.
Yap WK, Karri V. 2012. Comparative study in predicting the global solar radiation for Darwin, Australia. Journal of Solar Energy
Engineering-Transactions of the ASME 134: Article Number: 034501.

Weather processes (studies using data collected from or near Darwin)
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Recent Literature Summaries
A drought lasting over a 1,000 years
Imagine if the monsoon weakened and even failed for over a 1,000 years! In the north‐west Kimberley,
McGowan et al. (2012) presented evidence that that is exactly what happened about 6,000 years before present
(BP) based on analysis of dust and pollen from a sediment core. The core provides evidence of a series of climatic
fluctuations and periods of relative aridity from that time, including a particularly severe period with more or less
complete failure of the monsoon from 2,750 years BP to 1,300 years BP. From 1,300 years BP, modern conditions
with a reliable monsoon prevailed. They argue that the onset of drier conditions c. 6,000 years BP coincided with
the demise of the culture that generated Gwion Gwion (Bradshaw) rock paintings, with a hiatus of around 1,200
years until the more modern Wandjina rock art appeared.
More literature summaries are on pages 6 and 8.
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